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Biomethane injection systems offered by the CGAS
controls company are apparatus and instruments that
can adjust the calorific value of biogas to the natural gas
heating value. Through this process, it becomes possible
to inject the biological origin gas into a natural gas
distribution network.

Features

Gas billing measurement on
the inlet and outlet
Continuous monitoring of the gas composition
Calculation of gas energy content

The gas obtained in the fermentation process is treated and
transmitted to the compressor station, where both its quality
and quantity is measured.
The biogas is then conditioned.
The obtained biomethane is compressed and odorized,and
then injected into the transmission network.
Biomethane compressor stations are installed in the
immediate proximity of the biogas plant.

Gas conditioning, i.e. adjustment of the biomethane
calorific value to the gas in the grid
Compression
Odorization
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ACTIVE ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
Replacement of fossil fuels (such as hard or brown coal) with biomethane
– consequently reducing emissions of the greenhouse gases.

REDUCTION OF DEPENDENCY ON IMPORTS
As a result of replacing the imported natural gas with home-produced biomethane.

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Creation of jobs in agriculture, logistics, engineering services,construction of
installations and their servicing.

FLEXIBLE APPLICATION
Possibility of storage of biomethane in the existing pipeline systems
and its use in other locations.

ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY
A closed loop utilization of the waste through the use of digestate as fertilizer.

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY PRODUCTION
All-year-round production and ability to compensate for fluctuations of other renewable
energies (wind or solar energy).

Offer
cGAS controls offers complete solutions for the stations of th
biomethane injection into gas networks based on the proven
in the German market know-how of CeH4 Technologies GmbH.
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design, construction, start-up
rebuilding
gas compression technology (compressors)
automation, control and measuring apparatus
inspection of installations
operation and maintenance documentation
servicing concepts
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